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OBJECTIVE
To systematically evaluate the use of patient complaint data to identify safety concerns related to diagnosis as an initial step to using this information to facilitate learning and improvement.

METHODS
We reviewed patient complaints submitted to Geisinger, a large healthcare organisation in the USA, from August to December 2017 (cohort 1) and January to June 2018 (cohort 2). We selected complaints more likely to be associated with diagnostic concerns in Geisinger’s existing complaint taxonomy. Investigators reviewed all complaint summaries and identified cases as ‘concerning’ for diagnostic error using the National Academy of Medicine’s definition of diagnostic error. For all ‘concerning’ cases, a clinician-reviewer evaluated the associated investigation report and the patient’s medical record to identify any missed opportunities in making a correct or timely diagnosis. In cohort 2, we selected a 10% sample of ‘concerning’ cases to test this smaller pragmatic sample as a method of proof for concept for future organisational monitoring.

RESULTS
In cohort 1, we reviewed 1865 complaint summaries and identified 177 (9.5%) concerning reports. Review and analysis identified 39 diagnostic errors. Most were categorised as ‘Clinical Care issues’ (27, 69.2%), defined as concerns/questions related to the care that is provided by clinicians in any setting. In cohort 2, we reviewed 2423 patient complaint summaries and identified 310 (12.8%) concerning reports. The 10% sample (n=31 cases) contained five diagnostic errors. Qualitative analysis of cohort 1 cases identified concerns about return visits for persistent and/or worsening symptoms, interpersonal issues and diagnostic testing.

CONCLUSIONS
Analysis of patient complaint data and corresponding medical record review identifies patterns of failures in the diagnostic process reported by patients and families. Health systems could systematically analyse available data on patient complaints to monitor diagnostic safety concerns and identify opportunities for learning and improvement.

INTRODUCTION
Patient complaints are associated with adverse events and malpractice claims but underused in patient safety improvement efforts.1–4 Patients’ experiences offer rich information about factors that lead to adverse events5–9 but existing incident reporting mechanisms often fail to capture them. In the USA, while many healthcare organisations collect and address individual patient complaints, few organisations use systematic or rigorous processes to review and act on patient complaints for system-wide learning and improvement.

LITERATURE

There are few methods to study diagnostic errors that include patient perspectives even though this was a major recommendation of the National Academy of Medicine (NAM) report ‘Improving Diagnosis in Health Care’.12 It is thus essential to develop more targeted measurement methods that are patient centred and have stronger safety signals.

Conversely, analytical methods to study patient complaints are getting more robust. For instance, the Healthcare Complaints Analysis Tool (HCAT)10 is reliable for coding and measuring the severity of complaints and helps identify unsafe and hard-to-monitor areas of care though systematic analysis of patient complaints.15 Systematic approaches are similarly needed to analyse patient complaints related to diagnostic errors.
We thus evaluated the use of patient complaints to identify diagnosis-related safety concerns as an initial step to enable their use for learning and improvement.

METHODS

Setting

Geisinger is one of the largest integrated health systems in the USA serving approximately 4.2 million residents; many live in rural Pennsylvania. Nearly a fifth of the population served is elderly (65+). Geisinger refunds copays and out-of-pocket expenses for certain care delivery concerns raised by patients.16

Patients reported concerns to Geisinger’s Patient Experience department via telephone, email or in person. All patient liaisons are trained in use of communication, especially skills related to de-escalation and service recovery17 and enhancing patient experience. At the time of the study there were approximately 15 patient liaisons. Every complaint is discussed with the patient and/or family member prior to recording their summary statement. A patient who emails, writes a letter or leaves a message is contacted by the ‘patient liaison’ to discuss the issue. The health system has an internal policy to respond to initial patient concerns within 24 hours and provide a written response within 7 days. Summary statements are categorised and entered into a commercial incident reporting system used to manage and track patient complaints.

Geisinger uses a locally developed and routinely updated taxonomy to categorise patient complaints. This is followed by a time-bound investigation conducted by the patient liaison to gather details from the patient’s perspective. Details include information about visits and interactions with clinicians, responses from involved clinicians and patient safety teams and actions to resolve the complaint. Investigation details are recorded into the incident reporting system.

Design and procedures

The research team reviewed two cohorts of patient complaints submitted to Geisinger. In both cohorts, we selected complaints based on an internally developed categorisation. From a total of 34 categories, the following categories were selected for inclusion based on increased likelihood of being associated with diagnostic safety concerns:

1. Accident/injury—all issues related to patient injuries.
2. Attitude/behaviour of clinicians/staff—all concerns/questions related to provider actions denoted as unprofessional or demonstrating poor customer service towards patient(s).
3. Clinical care issues—all concerns/questions related to the care that is provided by clinicians in any setting (inpatient/outpatient).
4. Delay in care—any concern/question where a patient experiences a perceived or actual delay in obtaining clinical care on an inpatient or outpatient basis.
5. Delay in test results—any concern/question where a patient experiences a perceived or actual delay in having a medical test performed or resulted on an inpatient or outpatient basis.
6. Delay in admission/discharge—any concern/question where a patient experiences a perceived or actual delay in the scheduled, anticipated or emergent admission to the hospital for care or a perceived or actual delay in the discharge process.

Cohort 1 involved review of all complaints that met the inclusion categorisation above and were submitted between August and December 2017. In cohort 2, we reviewed a more pragmatic sample, as proof of concept, assuming that most healthcare organisations will only choose to periodically review a random manageable sample to gain insights. Cohort 2 includes complaints submitted from January to June 2018 that met the inclusion categorisation. Figure 1 outlines the methodology for each cohort.

Figure 1 Patient complaint data flow chart. MODs, missed opportunities in diagnosis.
In both cohorts, two clinical reviewers (authors US and VV) independently reviewed all summary statements (one to two sentences only; cohort 1 n=1865; cohort 2 n=2423) and identified cases that were ‘concerning’ for a diagnostic error (figure 1) using NAM’s broad definition of diagnostic error (ie, ‘the failure to (a) establish an accurate and timely explanation of the patient’s health problem(s) or (b) communicate that explanation to the patient’). Where the two reviewers did not agree, the first author (TDG) would review the summary statement and err on the side of including the case for further review. Cases were included as ‘concerning’ if summary statements included one or more of the following: (A) any language about a diagnosis (eg, misdiagnosis), (B) any mention of a potential patient safety issue (eg, delayed care), and (C) any clinician behaviours related to communication (eg, did not listen). Complaints related to only behavioural issues of nursing and/or staff, clinician behaviour (eg, doctor/nurse was rude) and those unrelated to patient safety were excluded.

In cohort 1, for all ‘concerning’ cases, the associated investigation reports were evaluated by a clinical reviewer (US) for a diagnostic error, defined as a missed opportunity in making a correct or timely diagnosis (MOD), and a timeline of events was created from the patient perspective. A second independent clinical reviewer (SK) concurrently reviewed the patient’s medical record for MODs and created a timeline from the medical record documentation. The reviewer used the Revised Safer Dx Instrument as a framework to identify diagnostic safety concerns and as a guide to create a timeline of events. For these MOD cases, data collected included patient demographics, number of in-person visits (mean number of visits from initial symptom to communication of final diagnosis), type of provider and specialty, and final diagnosis. Finally, a multidisciplinary team discussed all MOD cases, and cases where the two reviewers did not agree to confirm presence or absence of MODs, irrespective of investigation outcomes. Cases for which consensus could not be reached were discussed with the senior author (HS) for adjudication (cohort 1 n=25, cohort 2 n=6). In cohort 2, the team followed the same methodology with a 10% random sample of ‘concerning’ cases (see figure 1).

**Qualitative analysis**

We conducted a qualitative inductive content analysis of cohort 1 confirmed MODs to better understand complaint details from the patient perspective (eg, the written summary statements and detailed investigation notes). Two qualitative methodologists (US and TDG) familiarised themselves with each of the MOD cases while reviewing them exclusively from the perspective of the patient/family/caregiver. At this stage, they did not consider clinician or the healthcare system response to complaints and investigations, nor did they review the medical record for this qualitative analysis. Each reviewer coded the data independently and met to discuss all emergent codes. Based on the discussion, they grouped experiences and identified salient themes. The analysis was presented to the research team for further discussion.

**RESULTS**

In cohort 1, review of 1865 complaint summaries identified 177 (9.5%) potential diagnostic concerns. On full analysis of these 177 cases, including investigation and chart review, we identified 39 MODs (2.1%); patients were mostly female (n=27), white (n=39), with a mean age of 44 (SD=28.2, range: 9 months to 91 years). The clinical care concerns category was the most common (n=27), followed by delay in care (n=7), delay in test results (n=2), attitude/behaviour of provider (n=2) and discharged too soon (n=1). Most common diagnoses involved were cancer related (n=4), missed fracture (n=4) and Lyme disease (n=3). Patients attended a mean of 1.5 visits before being diagnosed correctly (range: 1–5). More than half of the MODs occurred in the emergency department (ED) and primary care (n=15 and n=11, respectively) (table 1). Research team’s total time investment to analyse cohort 1 was estimated to be approximately 339 hours.

In cohort 2, a review of 2423 summary statements identified 310 (12.8%) potentially concerning reports. Detailed analyses on a random 10% sample (n=31) identified five MODs; mostly male (n=4) and white...
Caregivers are in the best position to communicate matters to patients and families. Patients, families and unprompted assessments of care reflective of what from this data source. Medical record reviews may improve safety signals issues, delay in care, delay in test results) coupled with categories within the complaint data (i.e., clinical care and/or worsening symptoms. Focusing on higher risk caregivers often highlighted return visits for persistent or worsening symptoms (the most salient; n=24); (2) interpersonal issues; and (3) diagnostic testing issues. Return visits involved patient-reported situations such as initial treat-and-release ED visits for a symptom (e.g., abdominal pain), followed by an ED return visit where a more certain diagnosis (e.g., appendicitis) was made. From the patient/caregiver perspective, several reasons for such return visits emerged within this theme: first visit was not helpful, concerns that patient was not heard, limited or no testing performed and concerns with notification of test results. Of this subset, five complaints involved more than one return visit to resolve the patient’s concerns.

Eighteen of the cases included comments related to interpersonal problems (e.g., ignoring patient/caregiver suggestions). Testing issues were also found across 12 of the cases and included patient/caregiver concerns regarding perceptions of overtesting and undertesting, not communicating or acting on abnormal test results and imaging misreads. Other concerns were related to perceptions of being discharged too soon (n=4) and challenges in obtaining urgent referral for symptoms (n=1).

**DISCUSSION**
Patient complaints can be used systematically to identify diagnostic safety concerns but harvesting this information requires considerable time investment from complaint information and medical record reviews. In the main cohort, we identified 39 MODs, many of which were found within ‘clinical care issues’ category of the taxonomy used by the organisation. Qualitative analysis of the main cohort’s diagnostic error cases found that the complaint information from patients/caregivers often highlighted return visits for persistent and/or worsening symptoms. Focusing on higher risk categories within the complaint data (i.e., clinical care issues, delay in care, delay in test results) coupled with medical record reviews may improve safety signals from this data source.

Patient complaints to a healthcare system are often unprompted assessments of care reflective of what matters to patients and families. Patients, families and caregivers are in the best position to communicate about their diagnostic experience. However, patient complaint mechanisms are not necessarily set up for safety monitoring. While our study has identified a methodology to improve signal for patient-reported diagnostic safety concerns in the complaint data, a national policy on integrating these data for learning and practice improvement is lacking. A recent systematic review of the patient complaint literature identified multiple mechanisms to ensure patient-centred complaint data collection and quality improvements—which includes a reliable coding taxonomy. Structured complaint data provide an opportunity for health systems to move safety concerns to the appropriate department to be addressed and tracked, and allow them to be nimble in their management and response.

Existing complaint taxonomies, such as HCAT, provide a validated method to categorise complaints by problem, severity and harm if used by healthcare systems, and HCAT has been used to identify patient safety issues. Our study builds on such efforts and specifically explores the way patients articulate and conceptualise diagnostic safety concerns when filing a complaint. While some complaints include clear expressions of missed or delayed diagnoses, other patients express safety concerns about diagnosis through their experience with return visits, communication and testing. Analysing these complaints using this lens can make the healthcare system sensitive to the nuances of diagnostic safety from the patient perspective—for instance, focusing on patient return visits with persistent or worsening symptoms could be fertile ground for additional exploration. This work also informs the development of standardised categorisation mechanisms that capture how patients express diagnostic safety concerns. This standardisation and the subsequent analysis of patients’ experiences of diagnostic errors may highlight areas for improvement in the diagnostic process that might otherwise go undetected and have potential to cause harm. Organisations that intend to pursue diagnostic excellence should focus on systematically identifying patient-reported diagnostic concerns and generate feedback for learning.

Several factors may influence whether a patient will complain and not all diagnostic errors will be captured in patient complaints. Other measurement strategies have to be used concurrently to capture them. To date, methods to identify diagnostic errors are still being refined, and currently most measurement methods are imperfect, unreliable and/or labour intensive. However, quantifying and learning from the experiences of patients who file their complaints provides insight into how some patients conceptualise diagnostic concerns and is foundational for improvement. Nevertheless, we show why it is essential to develop more targeted methods with better signals that require less review burden.
Our study shows how other health systems can evaluate available data on patient complaints for diagnostic safety concerns to identify opportunities for learning and improvement. To our knowledge, this is the largest assessment of patient complaints to evaluate diagnostic safety data and while the signal is not as high as seen in triggers of electronic medical records, it is significant. We also provide a proof of concept for future organisational monitoring. Moreover, information harvested from patient complaints complements data obtained from medical record reviews which do not necessarily include an assessment of the breadth of the patient experience. This study is a first step towards more systematic analysis of patient complaints by health systems to routinely identify information on diagnostic safety concerns that could inform sustainable improvements. Our research effort to identify signals of diagnostic safety is thus foundational to creating future learning health systems that will ultimately use multiple measurement methods, including the patient voice, to improve diagnostic safety.23 28

Our study has several limitations. Patient complaint summaries and investigations are not first-person accounts. They are created by a patient liaison, therefore subject to any unconscious biases of or interpretations by the patient liaison. While patient liaisons are trained to receive patient complaints, the research team can only assume that the patient liaison has adequately captured the complaint from the patient’s perspective. Additionally, these patient complaints are not representative of the general US patient population, the Geisinger patient population or of all patients who experience diagnostic errors. We cannot account for differences between patients/families that do file a complaint and those that do not. Because our team included diverse clinical and patient-centred expertise and we used the broad NAM definition, we used consensus methods to determine whether an error occurred and did not calculate inter-rater reliability. Additionally, the depth of our qualitative analysis was limited because the original data were gathered for informing day-to-day clinical operations and not for research purposes. Finally, it is not possible to maintain complete blinding when reviewing cases retrospectively. However, given these limitations and the scant data on diagnostic concerns from patients and families, this study provides insight into leveraging an existing patient-centred data source for future diagnostic safety measurement.

In conclusion, analysis of patient complaint data identifies breakdowns in the diagnostic process reported by patients and families. This work is foundational to advance research and implementation efforts to better harvest diagnostic safety signals from patient complaint data. Health systems could systematically analyse available data on patient complaints to monitor diagnostic safety concerns and identify opportunities for learning and improvement.
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